Fish Oil and Osteoarthritis: Current Evidence
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First-line treatments for osteoarthritis (OA) are targeted at the inflammatory reaction that occurs after breakdown of articular cartilage through regular use of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), corticosteroid injections, or surgical intervention. Associated activity restrictions and chronic pain have spurred a search for alternative treatments, commonly daily supplements such as glucosamine, chondroitin, and fish oil, to name a select few of the innumerable products reported to benefit patients with OA.

**Background**

Fish oil is 1 of the 2 most popular supplements among patients with OA. However, its effectiveness and precise benefit are still debated, and there is confusion about the definition of the product, the nature of investigations into its effectiveness, and the standardization of research unique to OA. Most fish oil research relates to patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). The anti-inflammatory benefits seen in patients with RA are generally applied to characterize fish oils as anti-inflammatory agents with a logical benefit in reducing OA symptoms. However, there is a dearth of independent and focused clinical results justifying that assumption. Further, lack of federal regulation of the supplement industry hinders conducting generalizable studies regarding medical benefit in a regulated and verified dose and form.

The benefits of fish oil in RA treatment are well supported and accepted. In patients with RA, daily fish oil supplementation has been shown to reduce use of other medications and improve pain scores reported by both physicians and patients. The clinical efficacy of fish oil use in RA has been determined to be “reasonably strong,” with multiple studies confirming suppression of inflammatory cytokines in vitro and in vivo. The mechanism by which the inflammatory processes are augmented by fish oil supplementation suggests potential benefit to patients with OA, though review articles as recent as 2011 have concluded that research in that capacity is not sufficient to warrant recommendation.

Most studies of OA-specific use of fish oils have been conducted in in vitro models. Treatment of bovine chondrocytes with omega-3 fatty acids causes reductions in inflammatory markers induced by interleukin 1, one of several proinflammatory cytokines that induce inflammation in OA at the gene and plasma levels, and these
reductions have been reproduced.\textsuperscript{15-17} Although a preventive benefit was found in a study of pig medial collateral ligament fibroblasts, findings of later studies have been inconsistent.\textsuperscript{18} It also appears that fish oils may alter lipid composition in membranes, favoring incorporation of anti-inflammatory precursor n-3 fatty acids over proinflammatory precursor n-6 fatty acids in these model systems.\textsuperscript{19,20}

Animal in vivo models have also been used to describe the effects of fish oil supplementation on OA. Assessment of dogs with OA before and after supplementation with the omega-3 fatty acids eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) revealed improvement in clinical signs observed by owners, improvement in weight-bearing measured by veterinary clinicians, and decreased use of NSAIDs.\textsuperscript{21-24}

Fish oil studies using osteoarthritic cartilage samples harvested during surgical procedures have demonstrated results consistent with other model systems described thus far. They have demonstrated a dose-dependent decrease in induced inflammatory destruction of tissue associated with fish oil supplementation. In addition, finding a lack of cellular toxicity, they have validated the safety of supplements.\textsuperscript{25,26} Proposed but unproven mechanisms for the anti-inflammatory actions of EPA and DHA include competition with n-6 fatty acids; presence of resolvins (anti-inflammatory molecules derived from EPA and DHA); presence of n-3 products that compete with proinflammatory molecules for receptors; reduction in gene expression of cytokines, cyclo-oxygenase 2, and degrading proteinases; interference in the signaling pathways of inflammation; and reduction in lymphocyte proliferation.\textsuperscript{26,27}

Reduction in the n-6/n-3 ratio has been correlated with reduced inflammatory conditions such as OA, stemming from the epidemiologic evidence that higher n-3 intake in Eastern diets and lower intake of n-6 result in a lower incidence of these diseases.\textsuperscript{18,28,29} Studies have found sufficient evidence to suggest that this ratio has a role in OA, though not sufficient to recommend supplement use over diet modification.\textsuperscript{19} One study demonstrated an ability to favorably alter bone marrow lipid composition with n-3 fatty acid supplementation.\textsuperscript{10}

The evidence leads to a conclusion of anti-inflammatory benefits from fish oils in these abstracted models. The multitude of basic science studies conducted on the anti-inflammatory properties of omega-3 fatty acids, only briefly reviewed here, supports the potential benefits colloquially ascribed to fish oil in the treatment of OA yet also implies the need for human clinical trials to address these properties clinically.

We reviewed the literature to address claims that fish oil supplementation can prevent or decrease severity of OA. We hypothesized there would be insufficient clinical studies to justify recommending supplementation to patients. Of note, the degree of heterogeneity in the evidence precluded performing a meta-analysis with any statistical validity.

**Literature Review**

In the PubMed database, we targeted the subject of fish oils and OA by using search terms that included \textit{omega-3}, \textit{DHA}, \textit{EPA}, and \textit{alpha-linolenic acid}. The MedLine and Google Scholar databases were searched as well. Results were limited to those reported in English and involving human subjects and clinical trials; results were excluded if they primarily involved patients with RA. Studies cited or mentioned in articles found through the PubMed search were evaluated according to the criteria mentioned, such that all relevant articles available at time of search are thought to be included, and these articles represent a reasonable presentation of the available evidence.
Findings

Our search revealed 6 clinical trials in which omega-3–containing supplements were used in the treatment of human OA with differing endpoints. We reviewed these trials in detail. One study, which used alteration of bone marrow lipids as an endpoint, was included for completeness of the evaluation of the relevant evidence. In addition, the study by Wang and colleagues, who assessed patients without clinical evidence of OA for development of bone marrow lesions, was reviewed. This study was deemed relevant to examine the process by which n-3 fatty acids alter knee structure, as subsequent risk of OA has not been elucidated, and effects on bone marrow lesions may indeed have a direct impact on the OA process. Results of the trials that were identified were varied between no significant difference in OA symptoms between treatment and control groups, implied benefits, and substantial benefits.

The first clinical study of omega-3 supplementation in OA treatment was conducted in 1992. The study compared 10 g of cod liver oil (containing 786 mg of EPA) with 10 g of olive oil, both taken daily over 24 weeks by 86 patients with OA. Effects were assessed by NSAID use (recorded in patient diary) and pain score (evaluated by clinician) every 4 weeks. The trial found no significant difference in effects between the oils.

Wang and colleagues used a food questionnaire to measure the n-3 intake of 293 healthy adults and quantified their bone marrow lesions after 10 years in an effort to describe how n-3 intake correlates with development of OA or pre-OA lesions. Higher intake of n-6 fatty acids was positively associated with presence of bone marrow lesions; n-3 intake had no association.

In a study of 84 patients who had joint replacement, Pritchett evaluated lipid alterations resulting from a regimen of 3 g of fish oil containing 11% DHA daily for a 6-month trial period, measuring lipids before and after the trial period. Pritchett found a 20% increase in long-chain fatty acids and a corresponding decrease in saturated fatty acids, as measured in bone marrow.

The supplement Phytalgic (Phythea Laboratories), which is advertised for OA, includes n-3 fatty acids, n-6 fatty acids, extract from Urtica dioica (the common nettle), zinc, and vitamin E. In a study by Jacquet and colleagues, this supplement was given 3 times daily over 3 separate 4-week periods to 81 patients with knee or hip OA. Measuring NSAID use with patient diaries and assessing pain with the WOMAC (Western Ontario and McMaster Universities) Osteoarthritis Index every 4 weeks for 12 weeks, the authors found a significant decrease in NSAID use and, according to WOMAC results, a more than 50% reduction in pain and stiffness, and improved function.

One study compared the effects of glucosamine with and without omega-3 fatty acids in 182 patients with knee or hip OA. Each day, patients took 500 mg of glucosamine plus 3 capsules each containing either 444 mg of omega-3 fatty acids or 444 mg of an oil mixture. Pain was assessed with visual analog scale and the WOMAC scale 3 times over the 26-week study. More than 90% reductions in morning stiffness and pain were found for the combination of fish oil and glucosamine.

The Multicenter Osteoarthritis Study (MOST), published in February 2012, demonstrated that plasma levels of n-3 and n-6 polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) may be related to knee structural findings. This study confirmed that dietary modification of n-3 and n-6 PUFAs altered plasma concentration predictably. Higher DHA intake was associated with less evidence of OA on patellofemoral cartilage, though no association was found on tibiofemoral cartilage.
Discussion

The lack of human clinical trials detailing the effects of fish oil supplementation in patients with OA is arguably the most significant hindrance to fish oil being routinely recommended. Since 1992, only 6 studies have addressed this topic, and their endpoints and results were inconsistent. These interventional trials had their limitations, including short duration, insufficient dosage, inappropriate n-3 choice, dietary interactions, genotype, and medication interactions. The present review is limited as well, by the quantity of evidence on the topic and by the focus (of the majority of the studies) on short-term alterations in pain and mobility instead of on disease-modifying potential. Short-term evaluation is unlikely to capture such an effect, which may require long-term supplementation to become evident.

The results of the study by Stammers and colleagues must be examined critically, as the likelihood of detection bias is high. Highly subjective assessments of effect, lack of standardized NSAID treatments, and limitations in patient numbers and disease severity raise concerns about validity. In addition, confounding variables (eg, medication interactions, alternative treatments, olive oil use) undermine the design. It is therefore difficult to interpret the results of this trial.

The study by Wang and colleagues did not involve supplementation, and intake was assessed only with food frequency questionnaires. It is therefore difficult to apply their results or findings to this review. In addition, the authors did not obtain baseline magnetic resonance imaging for comparison with that obtained at study completion—that is, they did not address any subclinical disease before dietary recording.

Pritchett acknowledged study limitations of small sample size and use of 1 subject as both patient and control. Although the study seemed to demonstrate that omega-3 supplementation augmented the lipid profile of joints, it did not directly demonstrate improvement in or prevention of OA. Identification of bone marrow lesions is not definitive proof of OA but an alteration that may correlate with development. The logical supposition is that altering the local environment may alter development of disease within that environment, though this is not proven.

An article reviewing the Phytalgic study highlighted the suspect nature of its results—claims that the supplement is 76% more effective than gold-standard corticosteroid injection. Also highlighted were lack of confirmed mechanism, questionable control, detection bias caused by aftertaste, and the high attrition rate in the placebo group. It is difficult to apply these results to fish oil supplementation, as Phytalgic contains other potentially confounding substances.

Of note, the findings of MOST were observational; n-3 and n-6 levels were not altered or supplemented. Altered disease process was demonstrated in patellofemoral cartilage but not in tibiofemoral cartilage in the same patient. The inconsistencies may be explained by the observational nature of the study and the lack of supplementation that would have produced a more significant increase in n-3 PUFA levels and thus more uniform conclusions, if in fact n-3 PUFAs were the significant factor in the altered cartilage structure. Although supportive of a preventive or disease-altering benefit, the results do not speak to supplementation.

Perhaps the most convincing evidence supporting fish oil for OA comes from a 2009 study by Gruenwald and colleagues. However, this 2-supplement study addressing synergy was financed by Seven Seas, a company with industry ties. The study was not placebo-controlled and was registered only after completion. The authors omitted baseline values, apparently did not correct for baseline in the statistical analysis, and did not report the distribution of results. The implication is that the results were overstated, or that, at minimum, the supporting data were not reported. Nevertheless, this study demonstrated benefits consistent with the animal and human
laboratory studies. However, research is needed to repeat and validate these results, elucidate the mechanism of action, and quantify the benefit unique to fish oil.

**Conclusion**

Despite the overwhelming popularity of fish oil supplements and the assumption of benefit for patients with arthritis, there appears to be insufficient clinical evidence to justify use of fish oils in the treatment or prevention of OA. Possible efficacy in laboratory and animal studies has yet to be sufficiently observed and verified in clinical trials. Although it is impossible to refute the promise of these agents as beneficial adjuncts to anti-inflammatory regimens, there remains a need for significant, well-designed clinical trials to evaluate the efficacy, safety, and clinical parameters of omega-3 fatty acids in a standardized form before they can in good faith be recommended to patients with OA.
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